
SAVE THE DATES         2024

MAKING PROGRESS: Our new patient/family stay
houses are progressing towards reality. With Omnis
Building Technologies hard at work, construction is
scheduled to finish in July. These cottages will offer a
welcoming environment and allow families to
remain close to their loved ones throughout their
medical journeys. We would especially like to thank
the Mon Health Medical Center Auxiliary for their
unwavering support of this project, and stay tuned
for the announcement of the open house!

 WVRC Media Golf Classic                      

 DeLynn Memorial Golf Classic             

 Rogers Memorial Clay Shoot                 

 60th Annual Ball of the Year                

CARING COTTAGES

FOUNDATION
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FIRST FRIDAY HIGHLIGHT

The Angel Fund benefits our cancer patients in financial need.
There have been many instances where they’ve had to choose
between paying for food and utilities, or medications and other
treatments. This is unacceptable.

Together, this is how we MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

July 8

Aug 5

Oct 4

Nov 2

The Cancer Care Team at Preston Memorial Hospital
celebrated the graduation of its first patient and the
first ringing of the newly installed bell. The plaque
which holds the bell was designed and crafted by
our Mon Health family members, Brian Steffke and
Roxanna and Curtis Stiles. The Cancer Center, which
opened in October, provides chemotherapy, lab
services, and other oncology treatment, keeping
cancer care close to home.

PRESTON RINGS 1st BELL

With your help, and in just the last 6 months, we have been able to
support over 250 oncology patients, who have expressed
tremendous appreciation. We provided gas cards and other
transportation costs, meal tickets, medications, hotel stays, and
even a loan payment. In addition, our Wig and Bra Bank had over
30 visits, where one young girl with total hair loss was able to find
a wig for her senior prom. We can only do it together!

THE ANGEL FUND


